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Abstract. In the study of motor  proteins, the molecular 
mechanism of mechanochemical  coupling, as well as 
the cellular role of these proteins, is an important  issue. 
To assess these questions we introduced cDNA of wild- 
type and site-directed mutant kinesin heavy chains into 
fibroblasts, and analyzed the behavior of the recombi- 
nant proteins and the mechanisms involved in organelle 
transports. Overexpression of wild-type kinesin signifi- 
cantly promoted elongation of cellular processes. Wild- 
type kinesin accumulated at the tips of the long pro- 
cesses, whereas the kinesin mutants, which contained 
either a T93N- or T93I mutation in the ATP-binding 
motif, tightly bound to microtubules in the center of the 
cells. These mutant kinesins could bind to microtubules 

in vitro, but could not dissociate from them even in the 
presence of ATP,  and did not support microtubule mo- 
tility in vitro, thereby indicating rigor-type mutations. 
Retrograde transport from the Golgi apparatus to the 
endoplasmic reticulum, as well as lysosome dispersion, 
was shown to be a microtubule-dependent,  plus-end- 
directed movement.  The latter was selectively blocked 
in the rigor-mutant cells, although the microtubule mi- 
nus-end-directed motion of lysosomes was not af- 
fected. We found the point mutations that make kinesin 
motor  in strong binding state with microtubules in vitro 
and showed that this mutant causes a dominant effect 
that selectively blocks anterograde lysosome mem- 
brane transports in vivo. 

OR proteins have two unique features that al- 
them to support various cell movements 

• . L  such as intracellular vesicular transports. One is 
that they convert chemical energy of ATP hydrolysis into 
mechanical forces, which is essential to the motor activity. 
The other is that they know which cargoes to transport 
where and when in the cell, which is necessary to use the 
forces effectively in the cellular context. To understand 
the function of motor proteins, an experimental approach 
to both features is necessary. 

Regarding the latter feature, following the biochemical 
identification of kinesin, a microtubule (MT) 1 plus-end- 
directed motor protein (Vale et al., 1985; Brady, 1985), 
and cytoplasmic dynein, a minus-end-directed motor pro- 
tein (Paschal and Vallee, 1987; Lye et al., 1987), it is gener- 
ally believed that these two proteins are responsible for 
the intracellular vesicular and organelle transports. The 
situation, however, is not so simple. First, recent identifi- 
cation of numerous new members of motor proteins raised 
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a possibility that kinesin and dynein are not the only mo- 
tor proteins for the vesicular transports to both directions 
of MTs (for reviews see Goldstein, 1991; Hirokawa, 1993). 
Second, although a number of studies on the intracellular 
localization and subcellular fractionation of kinesin sup- 
ports its role in vesicular transports (Heason et al., 1992; 
Hirokawa et al., 1991; Marks et al., 1994; Pfister et al., 
1989), there are still arguments about which vesicles kine- 
sin transports, suggesting that these approaches alone may 
not provide us a conclusive answer. More seriously, MT 
dependent motility is not always necessary for vesicular 
transports: constitutive secretion, which is a representative 
of anterograde vesicular transport, is not MT dependent. 
In fact, nocodazole treatment does not inhibit this secre- 
tion, instead only inhibiting the polarized sorting of the 
vesicles in epithelial cells (Rivas and Moore, 1989). Al- 
though nocodazole and colchicine both have been used to 
study the MT dependence of membrane transports 
(Heuser, 1989; Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1990; Rivas and 
Moore, 1989; Turner and Tartakoff, 1989), they depoly- 
merize MTs and therefore block the motor-dependent 
transport and the stational anchoring process, both of 
which are MT-dependent processes. Moreover, they dis- 
rupt the integrity of the organelles such as the Golgi appa- 
ratus (Turner and Tartakoff, 1989), which makes it diffi- 
cult to distinguish further between these MT-dependent 
processes. 
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We used a new approach to study both the features of 
motor proteins in vivo and in vitro by introducing a series 
of site-directed mutations at the ATP-binding consensus 
motif of the kinesin heavy chain (KHC). These mutants, as 
well as wild-type KHC cDNAs, were transfected to fibro- 
blasts. The behavior of the mutated proteins in the cells 
provided us information on their motor activity. Their bio- 
chemical property and in vitro motility assay were also ex- 
amined using a recombinant protein expressed in insect 
cells. Their possible role as cytoplasmic motors was evalu- 
ated by the ability to interfere in vivo with the intracellular 
movements. Our approach provides a new method to as- 
sess the motor functions of genetic-engineered proteins in 
vivo and in vitro, and also allows the investigation of mem- 
brane trafficking in ceils by enabling the perturbation of a 
specific motor protein function. 

Materials and Methods 

Antibodies and Reagents 
Mouse KHC cDNA was kindly provided by Dr. K. Kato (MRC Molecular 
Genetics Unit, Cambridge, UK) (Kato, 1991). Mouse mAbs to kinesin 
(H1 and H2) were gifts from Dr. G. Bloom (University of Texas, Austin, 
TX) (Pfister et al., 1989), while antibody to 13-COP (M3A5) was a gift from 
Dr. T. Kreis (University of Kyoto, Kyoto, Japan). Rat anti-tubulin anti- 
body (YL1/2) was purchased from BIOSYS S. A. (Compiegne, France). 
Rat mAb (ABL93) to lysosomal protein (Lamp-2) was obtained from the 
Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank maintained by the Department 
of Pharmacology and Molecular Sciences, Johns Hopkins University 
School of Medicine (Baltimore, MD), and the Department of Biological 
Sciences, University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA), under contact No. 1-HD-2- 
3144 from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Develop- 
ment. Human CD8 expression vector and antibody to CD8 were gifts from 
Dr. S. Frutani (Department of Immunology, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, 
Japan). Anti-dynamin antibody and dynamin expression vector were char- 
acterized in our previous paper (Noda et aL, 1993). Mitotracker and BO- 
DIPY-ceramide were purchased from Molecular Probes, Inc. (Eugene, 
OR). Brefeldin A was purchased from Wako Chemicals (Osaka, Japan) 
and stocked as 3.5 mM solution in ethanol at -20°C. 

Cells and Transfection 
Mouse fibroblast L cells were grown in DME supplemented with 10% 
FCS. All cells were grown at 37°C in a humid atmosphere of 95% air and 
5% CO2. One day before transfection, cells were plated on a poly-L- 
lysine-coated coverslip. Transfection was performed by the Ca-phosphate 
method (Chen and Okayama, 1987). All assays were carried out 48 h after 
transfection. 

PCR-mediated Site-directed Mutagenesis 
We designed PCR primers to introduce a new restriction site (SpeI) that 
does not change the translated amino acid sequence within 15 base pairs 
from the mutation sites. PCR was then performed between the appropri- 
ate NHz-terminal site (BamHl) and mutagenized site, and between the 
mutagenized site and appropriate COOH-terminal site (ClaI). Primers for 
PCR around the mutagenized sites were TGAACTAGTCTGCCCATA- 
T G C A A A A A T T G T r C C  (reverse), and CAGACTAGTFCAG(ATC)  
A A A A A C T C A T A C C A T G G A G G G G  (forward for G91 mutants) CAG- 
ACTAGTI 'CAGGAAAAA (ATG)TCATACCATGGAGGGGAAG (for- 
ward for T93 mutants). The amplified fragments were digested with re- 
spective restriction enzymes, and both fragments were ligated into 
BamHI-ClaI-digested kinesin cDNA. Before sequencing, the transfor- 
mants were checked by SpeI digestion. 

It was easy to find base substitutions for a new restriction site located 
around a given site that is to be mutagenized. Once a new site is intro- 
duced, adding more mutations becomes much easier than before because 
the ligation of two fragments with cohesive sites is sufficient to produce 
the mutations by the PCR method. Thus, this technique is considered con- 

venient for introducing systematic mutations around the motifs of biologi- 
cal significance. 

Construction of Mammalian Expression Vectors 
The Kozak sequence for eukaryotic expression was introduced just before 
the initial ATG codon of murine KHC cDNA by the PCR method 
(Navone et al., 1992). Next, full-length cDNAs of authentic and mutant 
KHCs were ligated into the pHI3APrl-neo vector at the SalI site (Noda et 
al., 1993). 

Baculovirus Expression Study 
Wild-type and T93N-mutant KHC cDNA was cut at internal XhoI site (at 
2,667 bp) and ligated with the 6-histidine tag sequence with stop codon 
(CTCGAGACCACCACCACCACCACCACTGA).  These KHC cDNAs, 
which include the head domain and three-fourths of the rod domain, was 
ligated into the pBacPAK9 (Clontech Laboratories, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) 
at EcoRI and XbaI sites. Recombinant viruses were obtained by the 
cotransfection of the plasmid and Bsu36I-digested BacPAK6 virus DNA 
to Spodoptera frugiperda (Sf9) cells. Recombinant baculovirus vectors for 
T93I- and T93S mutants were also prepared in the same way. 

For expression of the KHCs, Sf9 cells were harvested 48 h after infec- 
tion with the recombinant virus. The cells were lysed in PEM buffer (80 
mM Pipes, 2 mM MgC12, and 2 mM EGTA,  pH 7.0) with 0.1% Triton 
X-100, and centrifuged at 100,000 g for 30 min. These supernatants were 
used for MT-binding assay and nickel-column purification. For the MT- 
binding assay, the supernatants were incubated for 20 min with one-tenth 
vol of 5 mg/ml taxol-polymerized MTs in the presence of 2 mM AMP-PNP 
(5'-adenylyl imidodiphosphate), and centrifuged at 100,000 g for 30 min at 
37°C. Then the pellets were homogenized in the PEM buffer containing 5 
mM Mg ATP by passing through the 23-gauge syringe, incubated for 20 
min at 37°C, and again centrifuged. Throughout the experiments, the wild- 
type KHC and the T93N mutants were dealt with in precisely the same man- 
ner, that is, the same number of the cells were infected with the same titer 

Figure 1. E n d o g e n o u s  and  e x o g e n o u s  expres s ion  of  k ines in  in 
m o u s e  f ibroblas t  cells. L cells were  t rans fec ted  with cDNA of  
K H C ,  and  s t a ined  wi th  H2  an t ibody  48 h later.  T h e  s a m e  nega-  
t ive was p r in ted  with shor t  exposu re  t ime  (A) and  long exposu re  
t ime  (B). It is a t rans ien t  express ion  sys tem,  and  only a few per-  
cen t  o f  cells express  the  e x o g e n o u s  prote in .  T h e  br ight ly  s ta ined  
cell wi th  ha los  is the  t r ans fec ted  cell (A). T h e  s ta in ing  of  the  sur-  
r o u n d i n g  cells shows  the  local izat ion o f  e n d o g e n o u s  k ines in  in L 
cells (A).  No te  tha t  the  t r ans fec ted  cell in A is so  br ight  tha t  sub-  
cel lular  d i s t r ibu t ion  o f  e x o g e n o u s  k ines in  canno t  be  resolved.  
Bar ,  10 ~m.  
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Figure 2. Localization of wild-type kinesin heavy chain in trans- 
fected cells. Mouse L cells were transfected with the wild-type ki- 
nesin cDNA and analyzed by fluorescence labeling 48 h after 
transfection. Nomarski image (A) and antikinesin staining (B) of 
a transfectant. Kinesin accumulates at the tips of the processes 
and is diffusely localized in the cell body. (C and D) Cotransfec- 
tion of cDNAs of KHC and dynamin GTPase. Cells expressing 
both proteins were double labeled with anti-dynamin antibody 
(C) and anti-kinesin antibody (D). Kinesin accumulates at the 
tips (arrows), whereas dynamin is localized throughout the cyto- 
plasm. (E and F) Cells were extracted with 0.02% saponin before 
fixation and stained with anti-kinesin antibody. The transfected 
cell (arrowhead) has several processes (arrows, E), though most 

of virus, and extracted in the same amount of buffer, and loaded with the 
same amount of samples on 7.5% SDS-PAGE. 

For in vitro motility assay, the cell extracts were purified with 1 ml 
chelating sepharose column by FPLC system (Pharmacia LKB Biotech- 
nology, Inc., Piscataway, N J). The recombinant proteins were eluted at 
400-500 mM imidazole in the PEM buffer. The peak fractions were col- 
lected, and desalted with gel filtration with PD-10 column (Pharmacia 
LKB Biotechnology, Inc.). These samples were used for in vitro motility 
assay (Nakata et al., 1993). Briefly, a small chamber was made by attach- 
ing a coverslip to a slide glass with tape (Scotch; 3M, St. Paul, MN). Puri- 
fied motor protein solution was applied to the chamber, and incubated for 
5 min. After a wash of the chamber with PEM, taxol-polymerized MTs and 
2 mM Mg-ATP were applied. MTs were visualized by (video-enhanced 
contrast, differential interference contrast) (AVEC-DIC) microscopy. 

Immunocytochemistry 
For Fig. 1, the cells were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde-PBS for 15 rain 
at ambient temperature, permeabilized with 0.2% saponin-PBS for 10 
min, and blocked with 10% FCS. Then they were incubated with H2 anti- 
body (xl00 ascites) at 37°C for 1 h, washed three times with 10% FCS- 
PBS, and incubated again with FITC-labeled anti-mouse IgG. After ex- 
tensive wash with PBS, they were mounted in DABCO-PBS. The ceils 
were then examined with an Axiophot (Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY) 
equipped with Plan-Apochromat 40x objective and photographed with 
Tri-X 400 (Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, NY) for 20-s exposure. The 
negatives were printed with different exposure time longer (Fig. 1 A) and 
shorter (Fig. 1 B). For the most of the experiments, the cells were fixed 
with ice-cold methanol for I min, washed with PBS, and blocked with 2% 
BSA-PBS for 15 min. Next, they were stained with first and second anti- 
bodies for the organelle marking, and then stained with a mixture of H1 
and H2 antibodies (x 100 ascites) for 15 rain followed by a 15-min incuba- 
tion with rhodamine-labeled anti-mouse IgG and FITC-labeled anti-rat 
lgG. Mitotracker was used per the manufacturer's instructions. The cells 
were examined and photographed using an Axiophot equipped with 
MRC1000 confocal microscopy system. 

For the saponin extraction, the cells were extracted for 10 min with 
0.02% saponin in PEM buffer (100 mM Pipes, pH 6.9, 5 mM MgClz, 5 mM 
EGTA) containing 0.5 mM GTP, 1 ixM taxol, and 1 mM PMSF and 0.1 
mM leupeptin with or without 5 mM ATP at 37°C, then fixed with 2% 
paraformaldehyde, 0.1% gultaraldehyde-PEM containing taxol and the 
protease inhibitors for 15 min at ambient temperature (Hirokawa, 1982; 
Nakata and Hirokawa, 1992). The cells were treated with 0.1% Triton 
X-100-PBS for 5 min and quenched with 50 mM glycine-PBS for 2 x 5 
min. Then the cells were blocked with 2% BSA-PBS for 10 rain and 
stained with anti-kinesin and anti-tubulin antibody. 

For quantification of the fluorescence, the wild-type and the mutant 
cells were prepared at the same time, and processed for immunocy- 
tochemistry in the same procedure. The antibodies used (H1 and H2) do 
not recognize the mutated sites. They were then examined with an Axio- 
phot using x40 oil-immersed objectives equipped with MRC-1000 confo- 
cal system. Data were collected as Z series throughout the cells at 1-1xm 
intervals under the fixed laser and Epi-detector conditions. The maximal 
Z projection of these images was used for the analysis, because it reflects 
local density of the fluorescence irrespective of the width of the cells along 
the Z-axis. All the pixels covered with each transfected cell were inte- 
grated, and the average pixel was obtained by dividing the value by the 
area covered with the cell. This average pixel was used as the indicator of 
the expression level of the exogenous kinesin in the cells. 

Lysosome Assay 
Lysosome motility was assayed according to Heuser (1989). Briefly, 48 h 
after transfection, the cells were removed from the CO2 incubator and 
washed three times over 15 rain in Ringer's solution (155 mM NaCl, 5 mM 
KC1, 2 mM CaC12, 1 mM MgCI2, 2 mM NaH2PO 4, 10 mM Hepes buffer, 

of the kinesin was eKtracted from the cell body and processes. 
Only small dot staining is apparent at the tips (arrows, F), being 
much less than the staining of the tips in nonextracted cells (B, D, 
and G). (G and H) Double labeling of kinesin (G) and tubulin 
(H). Long processes of transfectants contain MTs (arrows). Note 
that these processes are also present in nontransfected cells (ar- 
rowheads). Bars, 20 p,m. 
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pH 7.2, 10 mM glucose, and 0.5 mg/ml BSA), then incubated for 30 min at 
37°C. Cells were again incubated for 15 min in either acetate-Ringer's so- 
lution (80 mM NaC1, 70 mM Na-acetate, 5 mM KC1, 2 mM CaC12, 1 mM 
MgCI2, 2 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Hepes buffer, pH 6.9, and 10 mM glu- 
cose), or NH4Cl-Ringer's solution (30 mM NH4C1 in the above normal bi- 
carbonate-free Ringer's solution). Cells were subsequently fixed with ice- 
cold methanol and processed for immunocytochemistry. For the rebound 
experiments, NH4CI treatment was followed by washing three times with 
normal Ringer's solution over 5 min, and before fixation the cells were in- 
cubated in the acetate-Ringer solution for an additional 15 min. 

Golgi Assay 
The cells were incubated with 5 ~g/ml brefeldin A (BFA) for 15 min and 
fixed with ice-cold methanol. For the recovery experiments, cells were in- 
cubated with 5 ~g/ml BFA for 30 rain, washed twice with fresh medium, 
and before fixation further incubated for 15 min. Then the cells were 
stained with anti-kinesin and anti-13-COP antibody. 

For the BODIPY-ceramide staining, L cells were cotransfected with ki- 
nesin and human CD8 cDNAs. After 48 h, CD8 membrane marker was 
stained by the addition of anti-CD8 antibody to the medium, followed by 
incubation for 15 min at 37°C, changing the medium twice, and further in- 
cubating for 15 min with 50× anti-rat IgG antibody. BODIPY-ceramide 
was prepared by the protocol by Pagano et al. (1991). The cells were incu- 
bated with BODIPY-ceramide in Hepes-buffered MEM for 10 min at 
37°C, then washed three times with Hepes-buffered MEM over 15 min at 
37°C (Pagano et al., 1991). They were again incubated in the same me- 
dium with or without 5 txg/ml BFA, then examined with an Axiophot mi- 
croscope. The CD8-positive cells were photographed, and their positions 
were noted down. The same samples were subsequently fixed with ice- 
cold methanol and stained with H1 and H2 antibodies to check the expres- 
sion of kinesin mutants. 

Results 

Overexpression of KHC in Fibroblasts Promotes 
Elongation of Processes 
Under the control of 13-actin promoter, we introduced the 
full-length of cDNA of mouse wild-type KHC into mouse 
fibroblast L cells, then stained them 48 h later with anti- 
kinesin antibodies (H1 and H2). Although nontransfected 
L cells expressed some amount of endogenous kinesin 
molecules (Fig. 1 A; Pfister et al., 1989), the transient 
transfected cells expressed by far higher amount of exoge- 
nous kinesin than the surrounding nontransfected cells 
(Fig. 1 A) and consequently, the transfectants were de- 
tected easily by immunocytochemistry. Hereafter, we use 
the staining and printing conditions in Fig. 1 B, because 
the condition in Fig. 1 A could not resolve the subcellular 
localization of overexpressed KHC. Note the diffuse cyto- 
plasmic staining in the transfected cells (Fig. 1). 

Most of the transfected L cells showed long processes 
with round tips (Fig. 2, A and B). Although thin processes 
were sometimes found in normal L cells (arrowheads, Fig. 
2 F), the processes were significantly longer in the trans- 
fected cells. This tendency was quantitatively analyzed and 
examined its relationship with the expression level of 
KHC (Fig. 3). To this aim, we took serial confocal images 
of antikinesin-stained cells and obtained the maximal Z 
projection images. Then we quantified the average pixels 
within the area covered by the cells, which corresponds to 
the average density of the fluorescence in the whole cells. 
Then we plotted each transfected cell by the kinesin ex- 
pression level and the length of the longest process. As 
shown in Fig. 3, the elongation of processes was observed 
independent of the kinesin expression level. The number 
of the processes per cell was not increased in the trans- 
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Figure 3. Quan t i t a t i ve  analysis  of  the  r e c o m b i n a n t  K H C  expres-  
s ion and  cel lular  p rocess  fo rmat ion .  T h e  length  o f  the  longes t  
p rocesses  o f  each  cells was p lo t ted  aga ins t  the  expres s ion  level of  
K H C .  A and  B show the  resul ts  o f  i n d e p e n d e n t  two se ts  of  exper-  
iments .  C shows  the  control  d i s t r ibu t ion  of  the  non t r an s f ec t ed  L 
cell popula t ion .  Wild- type ,  bu t  no t  r i g o r - m u t a n t  K H C  p r o m o t e s  
cel lular  process  e longa t ion ,  a lmos t  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  the  p ro te in  ex- 
p ress ion  level. Square, T93N mu tan t ;  diamond, wild- type K H C .  

fected cells, and monopolar or bipolar cells were often ob- 
served. 

Interestingly, the staining with the anti-kinesin antibod- 
ies tended to be strongest at the tips, moderate in the cell 
bodies, and weak in the processes (Figs. 1 B and 2 B). Ac- 
cumulation at the tips is known to be specific for kinesin, 
because cotransfection with dynamin, a nonmotor GTP- 
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Figure 4. Gallery of mutant 
KHC-transfected cells. All 
ceils were detected by antiki- 
nesin staining: (,4) G91A, 
(B) G91V, (C) T93I, (D) 
T93S, and (E) T93N. A, B, 
and D show similar staining 
patterns with wild-type kine- 
sin, namely, accumulation at 
the tips (arrowheads) and 
diffuse cytoplasmic staining. 
In contrast, C and E show the 
strongest staining within the 
cell bodies. Filamentous 
staining is also apparent in C 
and E. Bars, 20 Ixm. 

binding protein (Noda et al., 1993), showed that although 
kinesin accumulates at the tips, dynamin instead tends to 
distribute throughout the cell (Fig. 2, C and D). One possi- 
ble explanation for such accumulation is that foreign kine- 
sin's mRNA is preferentially translated at the tips. How- 
ever, this is considered unlikely, since some mutant 
kinesins which only have point mutations in their cDNAs, 
failed to accumulate at the tips (Fig. 4). The staining was 
reduced markedly when the cells were treated with mild 
detergent saponin before fixation (Fig. 2, E and F), and 
thus we know that this accumulation is not due to the high- 
affinity binding of the kinesin molecule to the structures in 
the tips. Although strong, tiny stainings sometimes re- 
mained after detergent extraction (arrows, Fig. 2 F), they 
were much smaller than the staining of the tips in nonex- 
tracted cells (Fig. 2, B and D). Because they are so intense 
and sometimes square in shape, we presume they are crys- 

tals of kinesin (inclusion bodies). 
An alternative possibility is that the expressed kinesin 

may traverse along the MTs to the tips. Double staining 
with anti-kinesin and anti-tubulin antibodies showed that 
these processes contain MTs (Fig. 2, G and H), and since 
the MTs have their plus-ends at the cell periphery, antero- 
grade-moving kinesin may travel on the MTs towards the 
cell periphery. In further support of this hypothesis, mu- 
tant kinesins, which are assumed to have severe defects in 
their motor functions, did not show such localization (Fig. 
4), though their rod and tail domains (Yang et al., 1989) 
remained identical to the wild-type KHC. 

Expression of Mutant KHCs in Fibroblasts 

Among the kinesin superfamily proteins, two point muta- 
tions have been reported to cause a dominant effect on 
yeast' (Meluh and Rose, 1990) and fruit fly cell division 
(Rasooly et al., 1991). In both cases, an amino acid was 
substituted at the ATP-binding consensus motif in the mo- 
tor domain. Based on this knowledge of natural mutants, 
we designed five new mutant KHC molecules (Table I) 
which have one amino acid substitution at 91G or 93T. We 
transfected these mutants into fibroblasts and examined 
their localization. This was a considerably faster assay to 
detect the motor defects than the biochemical method af- 
ter purification of each mutant protein. 

These mutant KHCs were classified into two types ac- 
cording to their localization in the transfected cells. The 
G91A-, G91V-, T93S mutants diffusely localized in the cy- 
toplasm, and especially accumulated at the tips of the long 
processes (Fig. 4, A, B, and D), having indistinguishable 
patterns from those of the wild-type KHC. In contrast, the 
T93N- and T93I mutants showed a somewhat filamentous 
staining pattern that was most intense in the center of the 
cells (Fig. 4, C and E), although long processes were rarely 
observed (Fig. 3). We focused on T93N mutant, which is a 
representative of the phenotype quite different from the 
wild-type kinesin, unless otherwise noted. 

T93N- and T93I Mutations Make a Rigor-type Kinesin 

Intracellular localization of T93N mutant suggested that 
this mutation severely impaired the motile property of ki- 
nesin, i.e., they tightly bind to, but rarely detach from, 
MTs. Double labeling with anti-kinesin and anti-tubulin 
antibodies using permeabilized and nonpermeabilized 
cells (Fig. 5) shows the colocalization of the mutant kine- 
sins and MTs. With the exception of small tiny dots (Fig. 2 
F), the wild-type kinesin and G91A-, G91V-, T93S mu- 
tants were not detected after permeabilization. On the 
other hand, the T93N- and T93I mutants remained in the 

Table I. Point Mutations of ATP-binding Motifs of KHC 

Name Site of point mutation 

Wild-type KHC GQTSSGKT 
G91A mutant GQTS SAKT 
G91V mutant GQTSSVKT 
T93I mutant GQTSSGKI 
T93S mutant GQTSSGKS 
T93N mutant GQTSSGKN 
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Figure 5. Colocalization of T93N mutant with MTs. Confocal images of double labeling of T93N-transfected cells with anti-kinesin anti- 
body (A, D, and G), and anti-tubulin antibody (C, F, and/).  Both stainings are superimposed in B, E, and H using red filter for the kine- 
sin staining and green filter for the MT staining. (A-C) Cells were fixed without extraction. Most of KHCs colocalized with MTs (yellow, 
B), but some remains in the soluble pool (red). (D-F) Cells were extracted with 0.02% saponin in the absence of ATP. KHC colocalized 
with MTs (yellow, E), but at the edges of cells, MT staining prevailed (green). (G-I) Cells were extracted with 0.02% saponin in the 
presence of 5 mM Mg-ATP. KHC still colocalized with MTs. Bar, 10 txm. 

cell body after saponin extract ion and showed colocaliza- 
t ion with MTs even in the presence of  5 mM A T P  (Fig. 5), 
a behavior  indicating their  strong binding to MTs. This 
finding suggests that  T93N- and T93I-mutant  kinesin mol- 
ecules at tach to the nearest  MTs, but  cannot  t raverse 
along them. 

To show this p roper ty  more  directly, we t ransferred 
these wild-type and T93N-mutant  kinesins to baculovirus 
expression system. Fo r  this purpose,  we t runcated  kinesins 

at the COOH- te rmina l  quar ter  of the rod domain  and 
added  6 histidine tags. The molecular  mass of the recombi-  
nant  prote ins  was 105 kD (arrowhead, Fig. 6) as expected,  
which enables  us to distinguish them from the endogenous  
baculovirus kinesin (Fig. 6, lanes e and f, upper square 
dots). These prote ins  bound  to MTs in the presence of 2 
mM A M P - P N P  (lanes c and d). However ,  when these MT 
pellets were extracted with 5 mM Mg-ATP,  al though all 
the o ther  polypept ides  including endogenous  kinesins 
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( - 1 2 0  kD) (upper dots, lanes e and f) and dynamins ( - 1 0 0  
kD) (lower dots, lanes e and f) were similarly extracted 
from the MTs in both preparations, the 105-kD recombi- 
nant proteins were specifically extracted only in the wild- 
type preparation (lanes e and g) and not in the T93N- 
mutant  preparat ion (lanes f and h), indicating that T93N 
mutant  strongly binds to MTs even in the presence of Mg- 
ATP. To further confirm the correlation of in vivo behav- 
ior of mutant  KHCs with the in vivo property, we also 
expressed T93S- and T93I mutants in Sf9 cells. According 
to the transfection study (Fig. 4, C and D), it is expected 
that the former binds MTs in ATP-dependent  manner,  
and the latter binds MTs strongly even in the presence of 
ATP. Lanes k and l in Fig. 6 are the A T P  extracts of MT 
pellets of the crude extracts obtained from Sf9 cells that 
express T93I- (lane k) and T93S- (lane l) mutant  proteins, 
corresponding to the lanes e andf.  A 105-kD T93S-mutant 
polypeptide was specifically eluted from the MTs in the 
presence of M g A T P  (arrowhead, lane l), while T93I mu- 
tant was not, as expected. 

We also checked a motor  property of this mutant  by in 
vitro motility assay. For this purpose, we purified the wild- 
type and mutant  recombinant  105-kD proteins from Sf9 
cells. Because nucleotide-dependent MT-binding property 
could not be used in this mutant  purification, we took ad- 
vantage of specific association of polyhistidine tags to 
nickel column, which enabled us to purify both wild-type 
and mutant  proteins in the same one-step procedure and 
separate them from the endogenous motor  proteins of the 

insect cells. These purified proteins (lanes i and j) were 
used for in vitro motility assay. The T93N mutant  supports 
MT binding to the coverslips, but never caused MT motil- 
ity, although the control wild-type recombinant protein 
supported both MT binding and motility. Because both 
proteins were expressed and purified at the same time in 
the same procedure, these differences of  motility are at- 
tributed to the point mutation of the motor  domain. These 
in vitro properties were quite in accordance with the in 
vivo observation, indicating that the T93N mutant  is in the 
strong binding state with MTs even in the presence of 
ATP,  tempting us to call the mutant  rigor type. 

Stationary Localization of  Membrane Organelles Is Not 
Affected by the Wild-type or Mutant Kinesins 

Since kinesin is thought to be involved in membrane trans- 
ports to the plus-end of MTs, we tested whether the over- 
expression of kinesin mutants causes a blockade of mem- 
brane transports in the cells. For  this purpose, we focused 
on wild-type kinesin and T93N-mutant transfected cells, 

M a  b c d  e f g h  i j k I 

Figure 6. MT-binding property of wild-type and T93N KHC. 
(Lanes a and b) Crude extracts of Sf 9 cells 48 h after infection 
with wild-type KHC virus (lane a) and T93N-mutant virus (lane 
b). These extracts were incubated with taxol-polymerized MTs in 
the presence of 2 mM ANP-PNP and eentrifuged at 100,000 g for 

30 min. A 105-kD polypeptide is one of the major bands in MT 
'pellets in both wild-type (lane c) and T93N-mutant (lane d) prep- 
arations. The MT pellets (lanes c and d) were incubated with 5 
mM Mg-ATP and again centrifuged. The supernatants (lanes e 
and f) and the pellets (lanes g and h) of the wild-type KHC (lanes 
e and g) and T93N mutant (lanes land h) were applied to the gels 
with the same amounts. (Lanes i and j) Nickel column-purified 
wild-type (lane i) and T93N (lane j) polypeptides. These fractions 
were used for in vitro motility assay. (Lanes k and l) The ATP ex- 
tracts of T93I (lane k) and T93S (lane l) mutants, which corre- 
sponds to lanes e and f. Arrowheads, recombinant KHC polypep- 
tides. Upper and lower dots in lanes e and f correspond to the 
bands for endogenous kinesin and dynamin, respectively. Lane m 
and the bars at the left of lane k indicate molecular mass: (from 
top to bottom) 200-, 116-, 97-, 66-, and 42 kD. 

Figure 7. Localization of membrane organelles in wild-type kine- 
sin and T93N-transfected cells. (A-D) Localization of mitochon- 
dria. Double labeling of wild-type kinesin-transfected cell (A and 
B) and T93N-transfected cell (C and D) with Mitotracker (A and 
C) and anti-kinesin antibody (B and D). In both transf~ctants, as 
well as in the nontransfected cells, mitochondria distribute 
throughout the cytoplasm and no difference is apparent between 
the wild-type and mutant kinesins. (E-H) Localization of the 
Golgi apparatus is not affected by the transfection of ~ild-type 
and mutant kinesins. Double labeling of wild-type kinesin-trans- 
fected cell (E and F) and T93N-transfected cell (G and H) with 
anti-13-COP antibody (E and G) and anti-kinesin antibody (F 
and H). In all cells, perinuclear accumulation of [3-COP staining 
occurs. Bars, 20 Ixm. 
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Figure 8. Anterograde lysosome movements are blocked in T93N mutant cells. Double labeling of L cells treated with NH4,C1 for 15 min 
(A, B, G, and H) and with NH4C1-Ringer's and then acetate-Ringer's for 15 min (C-F and l-L) by anti-kinesin antibody (A, C, E, G, I, 
and K) and anti-lamp-2 antibody (B, D, F, H, J at~d L). Cells indicated by arrows are transfected with wild-type KHC (A-D), T93S mu- 
tant (E and F), and T93N mutant (G-L). Note that lysosomes accumulate in the perinuclear region in most of the cells treated with 
NH4CI (A, B, G, and H). The accumulation was also observed in wild-type and T93N-transfected cells (arrows, B and H). In C-F and I-L, 
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lysosomes move from the perinuclear region throughout the cytoplasm due to the rebound acidification of the cytoplasm. Lysosomes 
also dispersed throughout the cells transfected with wild-type KHC (C and D) and with T93S-mutant (E and F). However, lysosomes re- 
main accumulated in T93N mutants after rebound acidification (arrows, J and K). Bars, 20 Ixm. 
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because preliminary experiments revealed no significant 
difference in membrane phenotype between the G91A/V- 
T93S mutants and wild-type kinesin, and between T93I- 
and T93N mutants. 

First, using several markers, we noticed that the local- 
izations of various kinds of membrane organelles are not 
severely affected by the expression of these molecules. Mi- 
tochondria, which localize and move along MTs (Ball and 
Singer, 1982), were stained with Mitotracker, a specific 
marker for this organelle (Whitaker et al., 1991). In both 
kinesin and the rigor-mutant transfected cells, mitochon- 
dria were widely distributed throughout the cytoplasm 
(Fig. 7, A-D), though no apparent difference exists be- 
tween their localization in the wild-type kinesin, T93N- 
mutant transfected cells, and nontransfected cells. When 
we stained the Golgi apparatus with anti-B-COP antibody 
(M3A5) (Donaldson et al., 1990), perinuclear staining was 
observed in both transfectants (Fig. 7, E-H);  thus its as- 
sembly was maintained in them. We additionally stained 
lysosomes, which also localize along MTs (Heuser, 1989), 
with anti-lamp-2 antibody, a monoclonal antibody to a ly- 
sosome membrane glycoprotein (Chen et al., 1985). In the 
standard buffer condition, however, considerable hetero- 
geneity in lamp-2 localization of normal L cells prevented 
us to judge the influence of transfection on the lamp-2 lo- 
calization: lysosomes accumulated in the cell center in 
some cells, and dispersed throughout the cytoplasm in the 
others. Thus, we decided to synchronize the lysosome lo- 
calization among the cells by pharmacological treatments. 

Anterograde But Not Retrograde Lysosome Membrane 
Transport Is Blocked by the Rigor-type Kinesin Mutants 

To examine fast transports of membrane organelles, we 
next focused our attention on the two phenomena ob- 
served in fibroblasts related to the dynamics of membrane 
organelles. One is pH-dependent dispersion and central- 
ization of lysosomes, while the other is BFA-dependent 
assembly and disassembly of the Golgi apparatus. Both 
have similar features in that: (a) they are MT-dependent 
processes, (b) they show rapid reversible processes occur- 
ring within 15 min, and (c) the localization of membranes 
in each extreme state is similar: the accumulation in the 
perinuclear region and the dispersion throughout the cyto- 
plasm. 

Lysosomes in various cell types bidirectionally move 
along MTs according to changes in cytoplasmic pH 
(Heuser, 1989). Their redistribution is reversible, in that 
cytoplasmic acidification accumulates them in the center 
of the cell, while cytoplasmic alkalinization disperses them 
throughout it. Using this system, we analyzed the effects of 
mutant kinesins on the membrane transport in L cells. As 
shown in Fig. 8, B and H, lysosomes accumulate in the 
perinuclear region within 15 min after NH4C1 treatment. 
This accumulation occurs in the wild-type kinesin transfec- 
tants and also the rigor-mutant-transfected ones (Fig. 8, 
A, B, G, and H). In the former transfectants, similar to the 
normal L cells, lysosomes dispersed after 15 min when the 
cells were treated with acetate buffer (Fig. 8, C and D). In 
the latter transfectants, however, they instead remained in 
the perinuclear regions (Fig. 8, I-L). 

After the cells were initially treated with NH4CI buffer 
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Figure 9. Quantitative analysis of the lysosome distribution of 
wild-type and rigor-mutant kinesin-transfected ceils after NH4C1 
followed by acetate treatment. The accumulation of lysosomes 
after NH4C1 then acetate treatment was plotted against the ex- 
pression level of KHC. The protein expression level was quanti- 
fied as shown in Fig. 3. The distribution of lysosomes were single 
blindedly classified into (1) accumulation around cell center; (2) 
accumulation around cell center and loose cytoplasmic staining; 
and (3) dispersion throughout cytoplasm (Heuser, 1989). The 
classification was independently performed twice, and each cell 
was finally classified according to the average of the scores. A and 
B show the results of independent two sets of experiments. C 
shows the control distribution of the nontransfected L-cell popu- 
lation. Rigor-mutant, but not wild-type KHC blocks dispersion of 
Iysosomes after NH4Ct then acetate treatment. Square, each 
T93N-mutant cell; diamond, wild-type KHC cell. 
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and then acetate buffer, the rebound effect potentiated ly- 
sosome dispersion in >80% of the nontransfected L cells. 
In contrast, lysosomes were tightly clustered at the cell 
center in the ceils transfected with the T93N mutant, pre- 
sumably because pretreatment with NH4C1 accumulates 
lysosomes at the cell center, but the subsequent dispersion 
step was blocked. Hence, in this treatment, the use of 
lamp-2 staining enables us to distinguish T93N-mutant 
transfectants from the many nontransfected cells (Fig. 8, J 
and L). In contrast, lysosomes localize diffusely in the cy- 
toplasm or in the processes of nontransfected cells (Fig. 8, 
C and D). The same tendency was observed in the T93I 
mutant (data not shown). This result is important because 
it clearly shows that only anterograde movement of lyso- 
somes is blocked by the rigor-mutant transfection. 

The results were quantitatively shown in Fig. 9. The re- 
suits of two typical independent batches of experiments 
are shown in Figs. 9, A and B. These figures show that 
higher expression of the T93N mutant blocks the disper- 
sion of lysosomes, while the expression of the wild-type ki- 
nesin does not. 

In the previous study (Heuser, 1989), it was shown that 
lysosomes disperse when MTs are depolymerized. Thus it 
was unclear whether MTs are functional when the lyso- 
somes disperse after acidification. However, the lack of 
this effect upon acidification of the T93N-mutant transfec- 
tants strengthens the argument that MTs are functional for 
the anterograde transport of lysosomes. 

Bidirectional Vesicular Transport between the Golgi 
Apparatus and ER Was Not Blocked by the Wild-type 
or Mutant Kinesins 

In both wild-type and rigor-mutant-transfected cells, the 

BFA treatment disassembled the Golgi apparatus, and 
within 15 min after washout of BFA, it reassembled in the 
perinuclear region (Fig. 10). This similarity is in clear con- 
trast to the difference found with respect to pH-dependent 
lysosome dispersion (Fig. 8). 

Because 13-COP dissociates from the Golgi apparatus 
soon after BFA treatment (Donaldson et al., 1990), it is 
possible that the Golgi apparatus does not actually reas- 
semble in rigor-mutant cells, although the dissociation and 
reassociation of [3-COP with the Golgi apparatus still oc- 
curs. To exclude this possibility, we used BODIPY-ceram- 
ide, another marker for the Golgi apparatus (Pagano et al., 
1991). With this marker, resultant strong staining of the 
perinuclear region (Fig. 11 A) should vanish within 15 min 
after treatment with BFA (Fig. 11, D and G). Although 
BODIPY-ceramide can stain living cells, it cannot stain 
permeabilized cells; thus it is impossible to directly double 
label with anti-kinesin antibody. To mitigate this draw- 
back, we cotransfected rigor-type mutant cDNA with CD8 
cDNA. Because CD8 is expressed on the cell surface, it 
can be stained by immunocytochemistry without perme- 
abilization. The living cells were first stained by BODIPY- 
ceramide and anti-CD8 antibody, and then photographed. 
After this, they were permeabilized and stained with anti- 
kinesin antibodies. Results showed that the CD8 expres- 
sion on the cell surface is not affected by the expression of 
the wild-type KHC or T93N mutant (Fig. 11, C and F), 
which is consistent with the fact that constitutive secretion 
is MT independent (Rivas and Moore, 1989). The cells ex- 
pressing both CD8 (Fig. 11 C) and the T93N mutant (Fig. 
11 F) showed diffuse BODIPY-ceramide staining after the 
BFA treatment (Fig. 11, D and G, arrowheads). This con- 
firms that disassembly of the Golgi apparatus also occurs 
in the rigor-mutant cells. 

Figure 10. BFA-dependent disas- 
sembly and reassembly of Golgi 
apparatus in wild-type and T93N- 
mutant kinesin-transfected cells. 
48 h after transfection, L cells (A, 
D, G, and J) were incubated with 
5 Ixg/ml BFA for 15 min (B, E, H, 
and K), then washed with medium 
twice and incubated for another 
15 min (C, F, I, and L). (A-F) 
Double labeling of wild-type kine- 
sin-transfected cells with anti-13- 
COP antibody (A-C), and anti- 
kinesin antibody (D-F). (G-L) 
Double labeling of T93N-mutant- 
transfected cells with anti-13-COP 
antibody (G- 0, and anti-kinesin 
antibody (J-L). In both cases, dis- 
assembly and rapid recovery of 
Golgi apparatus is apparent. Bar, 
20 ~m. 
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Figure 11. BFA-dependent Golgi apparatus disassembly in wild- 
type and T93N-mutant transfectants. BODIPY-ceramide stains 
the perinuclear region of L cells (A). The 15-min treatment with 
BFA completely disrupts the staining by BODIPY-ceramide (D 
and G). The cells marked by arrowheads are wild-type and T93N- 
mutant-transfected cells (D and G, respectively). To detect these 
cells, we performed cotransfection with kinesin and CD8 cDNAs. 
CD8 was expressed on the plasma membrane, and the living cell 
was stained by adding antibodies to the medium. The living cells 
were first photographed after BODIPY-ceramide staining (D 
and G) and CD8 staining (C and F) then fixed with ice-cold 
methanol, stained with anti-kinesin antibody, and photographed 
for kinesin staining (B and E) and CD8 staining (C and F). Bar, 
20 I~m. 

Discuss ion  

In this paper, we established a point mutation that makes 
kinesin always in a strong binding state with MTs in vitro. 
Second, we showed the simple transfection assay is effec- 
tive to screen the mutants of motor  protein activity. Third, 
we found that the overexpression of wild-type KHC pro- 
motes the elongation of the cellular processes of L cells. 
Finally, we showed that the rigor-type mutant  expression 

causes a selective, dominant  phenotype on an anterograde 
vesicular transport. 

T93N- and T93I-Mutant Kinesins Strongly Bind MTs 
In Vitro and In Vivo 

T93N- and T93I mutants tightly bind to MTs in vivo and in 
vitro. Wild-type kinesin is in a strong binding state with 
MTs when it is in the A D P  form, and in a weak binding 
state when it is in the ATP  form (Hackney, 1988). In con- 
trast, T93N- and T93I mutants are in a strong binding state 
even in the presence of ATP. Although nod, a kinesin-like 
motor  protein in the fruit fly, has a corresponding mutant 
of  dominant  phenotype (Rasooly et al., 1991), it is not 
known whether the mutant  nod binds strongly MTs. In the 
case of GTP-binding proteins, the corresponding muta- 
tions of S/T in the nucleotide-binding motif are reported in 
ras p21 ($17N) or ct subunit of  G-protein ($54N), and 
showed preferential affinities to G D P  (Farnsworth and 
Feig, 1991; Hildebrandt et al., 1991). Thus T93N and T93I 
are the first mutants that are biochemically shown to 
change motor  activity in vitro. 

Localization of  Wild-type and Mutant Kinesins 
in the Cells 

The localization of wild-type and mutant  kinesins in trans- 
fected cells well reflected their motor  domain properties in 
vitro. T93N- and T93I mutants were shown to be in a 
strong binding state with MTs in vitro (Fig. 6). This prop- 
erty was just like the ones expected from the in vivo local- 
ization of the mutants (Fig. 5). The mutant  proteins local- 
ized on the MTs even after detergent extraction in the 
presence of  ATP. It did not promote process elongation 
(Fig. 4). In contrast, wild-type KHC binds to MTs in ATP-  
dependent manner and translocates on MTs in vitro (Fig. 
6). In transfected cells, it was accumulated at the tips of 
the processes, which are the plus-end terminal of MT rails, 
and was washed away by the same detergent extraction 
even in the absence of ATP  (Fig. 5). T93S mutant  is substi- 
tuted T93 to S, just like T93I and T93N mutants, but still 
conserves the ATP-binding motif whose last amino acid is 
either Thr or Ser. This mutant  showed a property just like 
wild-type K H C  both in vivo and in vitro. Thus, simple 
transfection was a sensitive assay to screen the mutant  ki- 
nesins whose motor  functions are genetically altered. In 
fact, transfection of a mutant  whose putative MT-binding 
motifs was altered (E337Q in D L A G S E  consensus motif 
for kinesin superfamily proteins) showed no binding with 
MTs and no accumulation at the cell periphery (data not 
shown). 

Transient expression of  the human KHC in CV1 cells 
produced both a diffuse distribution and a filamentous 
staining pattern that coaligns with MTs (Navone et al., 
1992). However,  we did not observe any filamentous pat- 
tern in the mouse wild-type KHC-transfected cells. The 
apparent discrepancy may be due to a slight difference in 
the cytoplasmic ATP  concentration of the transfected 
cells. Kinesin binds MTs efficiently only after the addition 
of AMP-PNP or the depletion of ATP in vitro (Vale et al., 
1985). We presume that kinesin bound to MTs in the CV1 
cells because of the consumption of ATP  by the overex- 
pressed motor  protein, while the ATP  level was not de- 
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creased so much in the case of L cells that overexpressed 
wild-type KHC. We should note that T93N mutant binds 
to MTs irrespective of cellular ATP level, because it still 
binds to MTs even in the presence of 5 mM ATP after sa- 
ponin extraction. 

The localization of overexpressed wild-type KHC raised 
a question: why doesn't native kinesin appear to accumu- 
late at the plus-end terminal of MT array in cells? For ex- 
ample, kinesin localize in the mitotic spindle in sea urchin 
eggs while the plus-end of MTs is in the cell periphery 
(Heason et aL, 1992). Polarity of MTs in neuronal axons 
are the plus-ends to the axon terminal. Nevertheless, kine- 
sin does not accumulate at the growth cones or synaptic 
terminals (Hollenbeck, 1989; Pfister et al., 1989; Niclas et 
al., 1994). This simple consideration leads us to the idea 
that the localization of native kinesin is not motor depen- 
dent, but well-regulated by other factors. The overex- 
pressed KHC must be somehow out of this regulation in 
the cells. One possible mechanism is that the degradation 
or retrograde transport of kinesin occurs in the cell periph- 
ery. The former is suggested by our previous study of the 
immunocytochemistry of kinesin in ligated axons (Hi- 
rokawa et al., 1991). The overexpression of KHC may pre- 
vail this process and then KHC accumulates at the tips. 
The other mechanism is that the motility of native kinesin 
molecules is suppressed until it becomes necessary. Kine- 
sin light chains decrease the ATPase activity of KHCs 
when they are in cytosolic form (Hackney et al., 1991). 
The cytosolic pool of kinesin tetramer may then be in the 
off state, and does not traverse along the MTs in normal 
cells. However, most of the overexpressed KHCs may lack 
their light chains, and therefore, they are always in the on 
state even when they are not associated with their cargoes, 
and move along MTs to the tips of the cells. 

The fact that the localization of overexpressed KHC 
tells us much about the motor activity gave us the idea that 
it does not tell us much about the cargoes. A number of 
immunolocalization studies of endogenous kinesin were 
performed (Hollenbeck, 1989; Pfister et al., 1989; Hi- 
rokawa et al., 1991; Heason et al., 1992; Marks et al., 1994; 
Niclas et al., 1994; Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1995), but 
there are still arguments on the cargoes of kinesin. This is 
presumably due to the fact that only one or a few kinesin 
molecules are actually responsible for a given motion of 
vesicles (Howard et al., 1989), although lots of kinesin ex- 
ists around the organelles as soluble, weakly membrane 
bound, and tightly membrane bound forms, and accord- 
ingly, the amount of kinesin associated with certain vesi- 
cles cannot always be a crucial clue to the identification of 
the cargoes. Thus we took a strategy to compare the phe- 
notypes of the wild-type and the mutant-transfected cells, 
expecting that the overexpression of these proteins may 
interfere with the function of endogenous kinesin. Exoge- 
nous kinesin is expressed so much (Fig. 1) in transfected 
cells that the majority of the kinesin (both endogenous 
and exogenous kinesin) cannnot bind to the cargoes and 
exists in the cytoplasmic pool, while the majority of the 
cargoes are saturated with exogenous kinesin via competi- 
tion with endogenous kinesin. For these reasons, we used 
the antikinesin staining only as a marker for the trans- 
fected cells and an indicator of its expression level in the 
study of cellular function of kinesin (Figs. 7-11). 

Overexpressed KHC Promoted the Process Elongation 

L cells expressing exogenous wild-type KHC had signifi- 
cantly longer processes than the nontransfected cells. 
Mouse L cells originally have a tendency to protrude thin 
processes from the cell bodies up to 50 Ixm in length, but 
the processes of the KHC overexpressed cells were often 
as long as 100 txm (Fig. 3). On the other hand, the number 
of the processes was not increased significantly. The trans- 
fection of the KHC to the cells that do not have processes 
(3T3 cells or CHO cells) scarcely made such a process for- 
mation (data not shown). T93N mutant did not promote 
process elongation. 

The mechanism for this process elongation should be 
different from that which occurs in the cells into which 
cDNAs of MAPs (microtubule-associated proteins) are in- 
troduced (Kanai et al., 1989). First, these processes are 
thinner and longer than the MAPs-induced processes. Sec- 
ond, bundling of MTs was not observed in these cells as 
observed in the MAP-transfected cells. Third, wild-type 
KHC is not tightly associated with MTs, while MT binding 
and bundling are believed to be the mechanisms of the 
process formation of the MAPs overexpressing cells. Anti- 
sense study showed that the inhibition of the KHC expres- 
sion does not inhibit process initiation of neurons, but sup- 
pressed the elongation of the processes (Ferreira et al., 
1992), suggesting that KHC is involved in the process elon- 
gation by transporting the plasma membrane precursors to 
the growth cone, where it is believed to be a site for a new 
plasma membrane insertion (Pfenninger and Mayle-Pfen- 
ninger, 1981). Thus the present process elongation may be 
due to the enhanced sorting of plasma membrane precur- 
sor vesicles along the processes. If so, the new surface 
membrane preferentially was added at the tips of pro- 
cesses, which in turn would elongate the processes. When 
the plasma membrane and its precursor meet at growth 
cones, they will fuse together immediately and kinesin 
would dissociate from the membrane. In fact, kinesin is 
not reported to accumulate on the vesicles in growth 
cones. This would also be the case in this overexpression 
system, because overexpressed kinesin was easily ex- 
tracted after saponin permeabilization (Fig. 2 F). 

Rigor-type Kinesins Show a Dominant Phenotype in 
Membrane Transport 

In the rigor-type mutant-transfected cells, we found the 
stationary localization of mitochondria, the Golgi appara- 
tus, and lysosomes to be similar to that occurring in con- 
trol cells (Figs. 7 and 8). The rapid redistribution of the 
Golgi apparatus was not affected (Fig. 10 and 11), nor was 
the accumulation of lysosomes at the cell center (Fig. 8, G 
and H), though their dispersion to the periphery was selec- 
tively blocked (Fig. 8, J and L). When we consider the po- 
larity of MTs in L cells, dispersion of the organelles to the 
periphery is MT plus-end-directed motility, and accumu- 
lation to the center is minus-end directed. Thus, the MT 
minus-end-directed motions were not inhibited. Between 
the two plus-end-directed, MT-dependent motions exam- 
ined here, only one movement was blocked, which sug- 
gests that the underlying mechanisms for these two plus- 
end-directed vesicular transports are different. 

Two possibilities were entertained that explain why the 
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membrane transport was blocked by the T93N- and T93I 
mutants. One is that the binding of the mutants to MTs in- 
hibits the movement of organelles by a simple mechanical 
block, i.e., motor proteins responsible for plus-end- 
directed lysosome movement along MTs are competitively 
inhibited by the excess mutants bound to MTs. Under this 
interpretation, however, it is difficult to explain the selec- 
tiveness of the blockade, since a mechanical block of MTs 
similarly blocks the kinesin- and dynein-mediated motility 
in vitro (Hagiwara et al., 1994). To date, all the identified 
plus-end-directed MT motors for organelle transports are 
kinesin superfamily proteins, all of which have similar 
head domain structure (Pesavento et al., 1994; Kondo et 
al., 1994; Sekine et al., 1994; Nangaku et al., 1994; Noda et 
al., 1995; Okada et al., 1995; Yamazaki et al., 1995). Thus, 
all the plus-end-directed motility should be similarly blocked 
by this head competition mechanism, which is inconsistent 
with the present result that MT plus-end-directed (retro- 
grade) transport from the Golgi apparatus to the ER was 
not blocked. 

The other possibility concerns the association between 
the mutant proteins and cargoes, i.e., most of the cargoes 
will competitively bind to the mutant KHCs, which in turn 
bind tightly to MTs in the center of the cells. The tail do- 
main of KHC was shown to be necessary and sufficient for 
the membrane binding in vitro (Skoufias et al., 1994). Un- 
der this interpretation, lysosomes are one of kinesin's car- 
goes, whereas plus-end-directed transport vesicles moving 
from the Golgi apparatus to the ER are not. This is sup- 
ported by the observations that the transport of lysosome 
in macrophage was inhibited by a monoclonal antibody 
specific for kinesin (Hollenbeck and Swanson, 1990), and 
that lysosome but not Golgi apparatus dispersion is inhib- 
ited by the antisense oligonucleotide treatment in cultured 
neurons or glial cells (Feiguin et. al., 1994). Recently, it has 
been reported that injection of H1 antibody blocks Golgi 
apparatus to ER movement (Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 
1995), but the injected antibody has not been shown to 
block motility in vitro and they did not see the effect of an- 
tibody injection to lysosomal movements, thus it is not de- 
termined yet which movements (lysosome or Golgi appa- 
ratus to ER) is more liable to the perturbation. 

To obtain the MT minus-end-directed motility, the lyso- 
somes may detach from the plus-end-directed motor (mu- 
tants), and be transported by a minus-end-directed motor 
such as dynein. Although it is not known what kind of mo- 
tors mediate plus-end-directed (retrograde) movement 
from the ER to the Golgi apparatus, there is an accumula- 
tion of evidences indicating the existence of a number of 
MT plus-end-directed motors for vesicular transports, which 
suggests that each motor may play some specific role in ve- 
sicular transports (Otsuka et al., 1991; Gho et al., 1992; Hi- 
rokawa, 1993). 

The dominant phenotype of rigor-kinesin mutants pre- 
sented here dissected membrane transports in L cells. Pre- 
vious approaches such as nocodazole or BFA treatments 
have shown multiple effects on cellular membrane traf- 
ficking, hence making it difficult to analyze the direct 
effect of these perturbations. Since the rigor mutants con- 
structed here produce a more specified effect on membrane 
transport, they provide a unique model system for analyz- 
ing of membrane events in detail, e.g., constitutive/regu- 

lated secretions and transcytosis. For these purposes, po- 
larized cells such as epithelial cells and neurons are most 
suitable, since the plasma membrane and cell center in 
fibloblasts are so close that MT-dependent transport may 
not be essential for these processes. On the other hand, es- 
pecially in neurons, the cargoes must inevitably be trans- 
ported along long axons or dendrites via a MT-dependent 
process. In addition, because neurons contain well-charac- 
terized membrane marker proteins such as synaptic vesicle 
proteins, they are advantageous to identify various differ- 
ent kinds of membrane organelles. Further research is cur- 
rently underway using these approaches to elucidate mech- 
anisms involved in neuronal membrane transports. 
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